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ABSTRACT: A study mandated by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 
assessed the effectiveness and adequacy of the U.S. Coast Guard's in-
spection program for oil tankers. The inspection standards study was 
conducted in two parts. The first part surveyed the range of inspection 
programs of the Coast Guard, International Maritime Organization, 
classification societies, and industry to identify significant gaps and/or 
duplicate requirements among these programs. The second part an-
alyzed a number of issues related to the effectiveness of the Coast 
Guard's program. The study was intended to help the Coast Guard 
determine whether overlap exists in inspection requirements affecting 
tank vessels and whether increasing, decreasing, or targeting Coast 
Guard inspection resources would have a measurable impact on the 
occurrence of marine casualties. The recommendations and conclusions 
will be presented during the 1995 Oil Spill Conference and are intended 
to help the Coast Guard improve its marine inspection program's effec-
tiveness. 

Section 4111(b)(8) of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) di-
rected the Secretary of Transportation to conduct a study on inspection 
standards for tank vessels. The focus of the study was to evaluate the 
adequacy of the Coast Guard's inspection program by developing a 
baseline of inspection programs to identify potential overlap between 
the Coast Guard's existing program and other inspection programs 
aimed at reducing marine casualties; and by determining the effective-
ness of the Coast Guard's existing inspection program in reducing 
marine casualties, such as structural failures, and oil spills, that could 
result in injuries or environmental damage. 

A baseline of inspection programs was developed by examining the 
Coast Guard's program and also those of various classification soci-
eties, the International Maritime Organization (IMO), vessel char-
terers, and insurers. The analysis identified the key features of each 
program to identify the overlap between them. U.S. regulations, inter-
national conventions, classification society rules, and various reports 
provided this baseline information. 

Figure 1 illustrates the interaction among organizations that inspect 
tank vessels. It shows that the shipowner is likely to interact, either 
directly or indirectly, with all of these organizations. 

1. Opinions or assertions expressed in this paper are solely those of 
the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the U.S. 
Government. 

The right-hand side of Figure 1 (governmental organizations) shows 
the regulatory entities with the authority and responsibility to inspect 
tank vessels to ensure, at a minimum, that they comply with the 
applicable conventions and guidelines of the IMO. The IMO is a 
specialized agency of the United Nations that is composed of represen-
tatives of the maritime countries of the world, and is primarily respon-
sible for promoting the safety of life and property at sea and protecting 
the marine environment. Flag states are countries who register tank 
vessels under their flags and have responsibility for ensuring that tank 
vessels comply with applicable international conventions, and the laws 
and regulations of their nations. Port states are countries who allow 
vessels registered under a foreign flag to call at ports under their 
jurisdiction. Certain international conventions permit a port state to 
inspect a foreign flag tank vessel's documentation and certificates at, or 
prior to, arrival at its ports to ensure compliance with international 
conventions. 

The left-hand side of Figure 1 (industry organizations) shows those 
entities with an economic interest in tank vessels. For example, a ship 
broker or a protection and indemnity (P&I) club would probably 
inspect a vessel prior to entering into a charter or providing insurance 
coverage. A classification society establishes standards and require-
ments for the construction and maintenance of vessels and is responsi-
ble for determining whether a vessel maintains its class. "Class" refers 
to the designated operation for which a vessel has been constructed. 
Vessels are classed as being fit to provide a specific service. Classifica-
tion societies play a central role because insurance companies and 
certain flag states rely on classification society inspections. Charterers 
are individuals or companies that lease cargo space or the entire vessel 
to carry their goods. 

Because it both registers tank vessels under the U.S. flag and moni-
tors U.S. port calls by foreign flag tank vessels, the Coast Guard 
ensures that these vessels meet the established international standards. 
The Coast Guard's burdens and responsibilities as the enforcement 
agency for port state control have substantially increased in recent 
years due to the decline of the U.S. flag tanker fleet and a correspond-
ing increase in the number of foreign tank vessels calling at U.S. ports. 

Inspection programs 

U.S. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard inspects U.S. flag and foreign 
flag tank vessels in the following general categories: structural, propul-
sion, equipment, cargo handling systems, navigation/communication, 
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INDUSTRY GROUPS/ASSOCIATIONS, INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, 

CLASSIF ICATION 
S O C I E T I E S , FLAG STATES, 

INSURERS, 

CHARTERS, 

P O R T STATES. 

SHIPOWNER/ 
MANAGER OF 
TANK VESSEL 

Figure 1. Interactions of organizations involved in the inspection of tank vessels— 1. inspects tank 
vessels; 2. establishes standards and guidance related to the inspection of tank vessels 

berthing and accomodations, lifesaving equipment, fire protection 
equipment, pollution prevention, various cargo transfer operations, 
and documentation. 

The Coast Guard conducts the following inspections aboard U.S. 
flag vessels to ensure that vessels meet the requirements of the applica-
ble international conventions and U.S. regulations. 

• Initial inspection—A complete inspection of the vessel's structure 
is performed during and after construction, to ensure that con-
struction was in accordance with the applicable regulations and 
construction standards. 

• Certificate of inspection (COI)—An inspection of the vessel is 
made to ensure that it is fit for the service for which it is intended 
and that all equipment is in satisfactory condition. All U.S. flag 
vessels must have a valid COI that requires regular renewal. 

• Midperiod (COI) reinspection—A less detailed inspection, con-
ducted while the COI remains valid, is conducted annually. 

• Internal structure examination (ISE)—An examination of the 
internal structure of a vessel's hull is conducted twice every five 
years. 

• Hull examination—An inspection of the vessel's underwater body 
is conducted twice every five years. 

• Cargo tank internal examination-A detailed internal inspection of 
all cargo tanks is conducted twice every five years. 

• Cargo gear inspection—A detailed inspection of the cargo gear is 
conducted annually. 

• Tailshaft examination—An examination of the vessel's tailshaft is 
conducted twice in a five-year period. 

• Boiler examinations—Periodic examination of a vessel's boiler, 
focusing on the valves and the mountings, is conducted at four-
year intervals. 

The Coast Guard examines foreign flag tank vessels the first time 
they enter a U.S. port, and annually thereafter for as long as the vessel 
continues to call at U.S. ports. The Coast Guard conducts the exam-
ination of these vessels to ensure that they possess the applicable IMO 
certificates, including those required by the International Convention 
for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), the International Convention 
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), the Interna-
tional Regulation for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS), and 
the International Load Line Convention, and comply with the applica-
ble U.S. regulations. Following the examination, the Coast Guard 
issues a Tank Vessels Examination Letter (TVEL), which is valid for 
one year, as specified in the Code of Federal Regulations. A valid 
TVEL is required for a foreign flag tank vessel to enter U.S. waters and 
transfer cargo. 

International Maritime Organization. As stated above, the IMO is a 
specialized agency of the United Nations composed of representatives 
of the maritime countries of the world. It is primarily responsible for 
establishing international standards to promote the safety of life and 
property at sea and to protect the marine environment. Generally, the 
standards developed at IMO become part of international maritime 
law when they are incorporated into international conventions that are 
adopted and implemented by flag states. The more significant interna-
tional conventions related to tank vessel inspections are SOLAS (Inter-
national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea), MARPOL 73/78 
(International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 
1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto), and the 
International Load Line Convention. 

These conventions include a description of the standards that must 
be complied with and, as appropriate, a program of surveys or inspec-
tions that must be performed prior to issuing the IMO certificate to the 
vessel that indicates compliance with the convention's standards. Un-
like most other organizations discussed in this paper, the IMO does not 
have people who inspect vessels to ensure that they are in compliance 
with these international conventions. Rather, a country signatory to 
the conventions is responsible for ensuring that vessels registered 
under its flag comply with the requirements of the convention. Coast 
Guard personnel inspect U.S. flag tank vessels for compliance with 
applicable international conventions. 

Classification societies. Classification societies are private organiza-
tions that establish and ensure compliance with the requirements for 
"class." They have developed rules that describe the procedures for 
attaining and maintaining class. These procedures include reviewing 
and approving the vessel's design plans, monitoring the vessel's con-
struction, and inspecting the vessel throughout its service life. Classi-
fication society rules primarily address the structural components of 
the vessel. Shipowners enter into agreements with the societies to class 
their vessels. As long as the vessel remains classed by a classification 
society, that society's employees inspect or survey the vessel on a 
regular basis to confirm that it continues to satisfy the requirements of 
the class for which it has been built. As private organizations, classifica-
tion societies have no statutory authority to carry out their mission. 
They may only conduct surveys of vessels at the request of the ship-
owner. Shipowners ask the societies to class vessels for insurance 
reasons, because most insurance policies include a clause requiring the 
vessel to maintain class. The results of surveys performed by classifica-
tion societies cannot be released without the permission of the ship-
owner. 

In recent years, classification societies have assumed other respon-
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sibilities, including the determination on behalf of flag states of 
whether vessels comply with SOLAS and MARPOL. In this country, 
the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) is authorized by the U.S. 
Government to conduct surveys aboard U.S. flag vessels; ABS also 
issues certain certificates on behalf of the Coast Guard. 

The ABS conducts the following surveys. 
• Initial survey—determines that all vessel components are built to 

class 
• Annual survey—verifies that the vessel is in satisfactory condition 
• Intermediate survey—verifies that the vessel is in satisfactory 

condition and is more stringent than the annual survey; conducted 
at the halfway point of the five-year cycle 

• Hull examination—requires inspection of the keel, stem, stern 
frame, bottom plating, thrusters, propellers, rudder, stern and 
rudder clearances, and seawater circulating system; conducted 
twice in a five-year period 

• Special survey—depends on vessel's age; scope and detail vary; 
conducted at each fifth anniversary after the date of construction 
or previous special survey 

• Component-specific survey—requires inspection of machinery, 
boiler, electrical, tailshaft, and inert gas systems; conducted on a 
schedule independent of the normal five-year intervals associated 
with the surveys identified above 

Industry. A variety of nonregulatory organizations (besides classi-
fication societies) conducts tank vessel inspections. They can be cate-
gorized as: charterers, such as oil companies; insurers, including P&I 
clubs and other underwriters; and vessel owners, including shipping 
and oil companies. 

Because oil companies have increased their usage of charter vessels, 
they have become more active in inspecting vessels before entering into 
chartering arrangements with shipping companies. The major oil com-
panies that charter large numbers of tank vessels have developed ship 
vetting programs to manage the chartering of tank vessels. Vetting 
refers to a program or process for approving tank vessels for charter. 
While the features of a vetting program vary, common features include 
the inspection of tank vessels to determine whether they are suitable 
for use in time and voyage charters. Unlike classification societies and 
the Coast Guard, oil companies do not perform structural inspections 
for regulatory compliance. Oil companies rely on the classification 
societies to conduct these inspections. They concentrate more on veri-
fying that the appropriate certificates and records are available and up-
to-date, and inspecting to ensure that certain systems are properly 
maintained and function adequately. 

Insurers involved in the inspection of tank vessels are grouped into 
three categories: P&I clubs, hull insurers, and cargo insurers. In 
general, insurers survey vessels through an agent or marine salvage 
company to gather information for the purpose of setting insurance 
premiums or in response to claims filed by the shipowner. A ship visit 
and a condition survey generally are used to determine whether a 
vessel will be accepted into a P&I club. A ship visit is informal and 
brief, allowing the inspector to gather general information on the 
condition of the vessel and make a determination as to whether a more 
rigorous condition survey should be performed. During a ship visit, the 
vessel is inspected for cargo worthiness, manning levels, safety stan-
dards, operational performance, and pollution control. During a de-
tailed condition survey, an independent surveyor examines the vessel's 
structure, cargo systems, safety and fire fighting systems, pollution 
control/prevention systems, manning, and documentation. 

Vessel owners often do not implement comprehensive, in-house 
inspection programs, but concentrate on satisfactorily meeting the 
inspections conducted by regulatory authorities. For example, the 
Coast Guard requires shipowners to conduct inspections of equipment 
and follow certain procedures during the loading and discharging of 
cargo. 

Overlap between inspection programs. There is significant overlap 
between the Coast Guard and the ABS inspection programs. Both 
organizations require hull examinations, tank vessel systems examina-
tions, and detailed boiler and tailshaft inspections. For example, the 
ABS conducts an annual survey of the hull, cargo tanks, pumps, cargo 
and other systems, to determine their general condition; while the 
Coast Guard conducts yearly inspections that include many of these 
same items. Significant overlap exists for structure, propulsion, equip-
ment, and cargo handling systems. 

The Coast Guard and the ABS inspection/survey requirements for 
U.S. flag vessels address similar tank vessel systems at roughly the 

same time period during the life of the vessel. But,in general, the Coast 
Guard's inspection program includes more systems. Consequently, 
many opportunities exist for the Coast Guard to streamline its inspec-
tion program for U.S. flag vessels either by coordinating with the ABS 
and/or eliminating certain of its inspection requirements. The elimina-
tion of certain Coast Guard inspections would probably require 
changes in existing regulations. 

Analysis 

The Coast Guard is evaluating the effectiveness of its inspections 
programs. (This analysis was not complete at the time of preparation of 
this paper; however, the results will be presented at the Conference.) 
First, the Coast Guard is planning to perform a flag state comparative 
analysis to try to isolate or separate the effectiveness of the Coast 
Guard's inspection program from inspection programs established by 
other organizations. Under this approach, one or more flag states that 
delegate their flag state responsibilities to reputable classification soci-
eties and, as a result, have minimal government involvement in in-
specting tank vessels, would be identified. Then, the frequency of 
casualties for tank vessels registered in those countries and U.S. flag 
vessels can be compared to determine whether a statistically significant 
difference exists in the frequency of casualties between these two 
groups of tank vessels. If the difference in the casualty rate between the 
U.S. and foreign flag tank vessels is not statistically significant, this 
may provide empirical justification for reducing the overlap in the 
inspection requirements between the Coast Guard's inspection pro-
gram and the ABS classification program. 

Second, the Coast Guard is planning to investigate the relationship 
between changes in tank vessel casualty rates and inspection program 
resources over time. For example, data on level of resources (including 
the number of hours spent inspecting tank vessels, number of inspec-
tors, and expenditures for the inspection program allocated to the tank 
vessel inspection program) could be combined with casualty rate data 
and vessel characteristics to estimate the extent that changes in inspec-
tion resources result in changes in casualty rates. This analysis may 
assist the Coast Guard in determining how best to allocate a unit of 
inspection resources. It may also identify a means by which the Coast 
Guard can concentrate inspection resources on those tank vessels that 
have relatively high casualty rates and provide a framework by which 
the Coast Guard can change its policies to permit flexibility in targeting 
limited inspection resources at higher-risk vessels. The Coast Guard 
has an experimental substandard vessel targeting system, which will 
also be examined. 

Next steps 

A number of initiatives and programs are currently under develop-
ment on both the national and international fronts to harmonize in-
spection requirements. 

U.S. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard recently developed a plan that 
made public its business goals for the next five years. This plan stated 
that the business in which the Office of Marine Safety, Security and 
Environmental Protection is engaged is risk management. The busi-
ness plan seeks to identify risk regionally and globally in terms of such 
things as systems, vessel service, flag, class society, owner, operator, 
individual vessels or facilities, and operational circumstances. One 
goal is the elimination of substandard tankers from U.S. waters. In-
spections and operational monitoring are the Coast Guard's primary 
tools to achieve this goal. The Coast Guard is exploring opportunities 
to increase its effectiveness by targeting its activities based on risk. 

Maritime regulatory reform (MRR). MRR aims to increase the effec-
tiveness of Coast Guard resources and harmonize U.S. regulations 
with international standards. A growing dependence on foreign-flag 
shipping for transporting the bulk of its international trade has dimin-
ished the stature of the United States as a flag state and increased the 
importance of port-state control measures to ensure safety and protect 
the environment. 

Critical areas inspection plans (CAIP). From early 1988 to mid-1990, 
the Coast Guard conducted several studies on the structural failures of 
tank vessels engaged in the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Service (TAPS) 
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trade. One study concluded that the TAPS tankers suffered a dispro-
portionate number of structural failures when compared to vessels in 
other trades. Based on these findings, the Coast Guard now requires 
that all tank vessels involved in the TAPS trade should have a CAIP. 
The officer in charge of marine inspection, district commander, or 
commandant may require a vessel to prepare a CAIP if they determine 
that the vessel has a structural problem. This decision is based on the 
vessel's history, its service, or even the climatology of the trade route. 
The Coast Guard outlines the existing or potential problem that neces-
sitates enrollment in a CAIP in a letter to the owner or operator. The 
CAIP, which is developed by the vessel's owner or operator, is primar-
ily a management tool that serves to track the historical performance of 
the vessel, identify problem areas, and provide more information on 
the periodic structural examinations conducted by the Coast Guard 
and other groups. 

Industry initiatives. Charterer and vessel owner initiatives related 
to vessel inspections include a database of inspection data/reports, and 
the harmonization of inspections programs. 

A number of organizations, including regulatory entities, have ex-
pressed an interest in obtaining inspection data and information on 
tank vessels that have been gathered by each other to assist in the 
identification of vessels that are unsafe and not in compliance with 
applicable international conventions. In response to this interest, the 
Oil Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF) has established 
the Ship Inspection Report (SIRE) program, which is a database of 
inspection data on tankers. This initiative may facilitate the evaluation 
of tank vessels for charter, encourage vessel owners to correct any 
deficiencies, and possibly lead to a reduction in the number of inspec-
tions conducted as part of oil companies' ship vetting programs. 

In response to the large number of inspections being conducted on 
tank vessels, shipowners and other have attempted to standardize or 
harmonize inspection programs for tank vessels. For example, the 
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners, whose 
members are independent tanker owners, has developed standardized 
procedures to conduct inspections and increase the quality of tank 
vessels, thereby possibly reducing the need to conduct surveys. 

International Maritime Organization. In November 1993, Adm. J. 
William Kirne, USCG, presented a U.S. initiative at the 18th assembly 
of the IMO. The initiative included the formation of a steering commit-
tee to assess the feasibility of developing an international ship informa-
tion database. The committee has not yet made a final decision. If 
determined to be feasible, the committee envisions that the database 
would collect information on ship inspections and would be accessible 
to a worldwide audience. 
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